Vagnova Ballet Academy’s *Character Dance Class* with Yelena Sherstnieva

**Barre:**

1. Mazurka (reverance)
2. Mazurka (plié)
3. Georgian (tendu)
4. Spanish (rond de jambe à terre) – Aragon’s Jota style
5. Men: Russian dance – The Apple Dance
6. Adagio for Women: Spanish (Carmen Habanera – Bizet)
7. Men’s Hungarian Character Dance
8. Russian stomping (Chastuski – Shedrin)

**Center:**

1. Hungarian Dance from Swan Lake (Ivanov)
2. Spanish Dance from Swan Lake (Petipa)
3. Female dance in Mazurka style
4. Mazurka from Swan Lake (Petipa)
5. Hungarian Dance – Czardas for females
6. Spanish Dance from Swan Lake (Petipa/Gorsky)
7. Hungarian Dance from Swan Lake (Ivanov)
8. Dance from the Middle East from the opera Ruslan & Lyudmila (Folkine – Glinka)
9. Gypsy Dance for Men from ballet Stone Flower (Grigorovich)
10. Middle Eastern from The Unreal Boyfriend (Goldoni – Chulaki)
11. Variation Ostap from ballet Taras Bulba
12. Coda Raymonda. Panaderas Dance
13. Coda Spanish Dance from Swan Lake
14. Finale of the Basque Dance from ballet Flames of Paris (Vainonen)
15. Reverance